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Application file 

i li (iii. ii r (if conce in: 
ise it kii () is in that , Eti Gi NE E KLEST, a 

a a y te ited is \\ si at (of the hitect states, residing : 
(i) awai) (la, it the cotty of Niagara 

lie if New York, i.e. in extet a new 
jir veine) in Expression Je 

a liliatic Minsical instruments, () 
alle folio Vig is a specification. 

This inly entil relates to the expression 
devices of pneumatic musical instruments 
aic as i (re articular reference to a device 

skii: ) is which the desire shaling 
ti, re it') liced y varying the tension 

of Vacuu in in the wind chest. 
ject of lay invention is to provide a 

rig {}}r ex}ression nechanism of this 
with is simple in coinstruction 
le it action and which affords a 
{}f expression. 

?ect)})); anying drawings consisting 
Figure. is a sectional front 

playing neumatic piano 
Yeition, the piano action 
lot constituting a part of 

I} eig (initie? . Fig. 2 is : 
ion ()f the Wiic chest, 
the exiession in ecil 

it. 3 is a ci 
he expression nech 

section there of in 
g, is is a section siliar 

showing one of the expression 
Siocket: in its collapsed position by 

initic. Fig. 6 is a diagram 
35 i}} similar to Fig. 2, showing 

{{ij} of tie in eans for coin 
ssion nechanisin. Fig. 7 

front view () tie last named 
{{oiling 
is a frag 

tiers of reference indicate corre 
is throughout the several views. 

she wind chest containing a 
action of any suitable construc 
he not or peutinatics which oper 
{{{ary abstracts or stickers th 

s the timps or main suction 
:h are operated by an electric 
is: suit a lo means, and D is 

In the con 
siri i vi" E. : 

f 

es e tasi ''. in this wind 
channel F of the 

2) Figs. inci 2. 

mimihummim 

'ED STATES PA 

Specification of Letters Patent. 
June , 90S, 

: 

TENT OFFICE, 
is EST, () N{}RT Li ()N AWAN },\, N EW YORK. 

2 oR PNEUMATIC MUSICAL INSEUMENs. 

Patented May 12, 1908. 
Seria No. 32.85, 

G indicates a tracker board of ordinary 
('Oistruction, i' the traveling music sheet, 
Wolii) ( t ) on the rolls g, ty', and h the usual 
tlies or conduits leading from the duets of 
the tracker car to the win: chest. 

i is a valve' box o' ('ase connected with the 
chanier of the wind it art E by a tui e i and 
having ai air or flushing porti', controlled by 
an in wai'ily-opening regulating valve i, so 
that when this valve is opened more (or less 
the Outer it innosphere is clinitted to the case 
and the wind oar E and the main exhaust 

(lannel F of the wind chest communicating 
there with, diminishing the tension or degree 
()f vacuum in the Winct chest, operating the 
innot o' pheumaties less forcibly and causing 
the piano-hannel's to strike the strings more 
lightly. 
The regulating valve i is connected by a 

Foti i with the short arm of a lever J full 
crunel u}( the valve case at it. To the ends 
of the lever are connected syrings k, it which 
are attached at their lower ends to the valve 
('ase and its base, as slown, or to any other 
fixed saits. One of these springs, preferably 
that coli lected with the cigaria of the lever, 
is attached to an adjusting screw k' passing 
through setti () is in the ever and hav 
ing a li:t. iii" which leaf's upon the latter. 
These springs counteract each other, and the 
spring k" which tends to keep the regulating 
valve closed is so tensioned that it opens 
under a collaratively simali degree of suc 
tion in the valve case, reducing the air ten 
sion to the roper degree to produce the 
softest or pianissino effects. 

L, i i", i. indicate a plurality of expression 
pneumatics or bellows arranged side by side 
below the long art of the lever . The upper 
movable beard of each of these pneumatics 
is connected with the lever , f by a spring m. 
having an adjusting screw it', like the screw 
k', for regulating its tension. When one of 
these pneumatics is collapsed, its movable 
board strains or distentls the corresponding 
spring m, increasing the resistance El t() 
the opening movement of the regulating 
valve, such resistance augmenting the resist 
ance of the spring k". 
of these pneumatics have a practically uni 
form stroke, but the coöperating springs in 
fire adjusted to different tensions, so that the 
regulating valve is held closed with varying 
degrees of resistance whereby the tension in 
the waive case and the wind chesi, is increased 
ino'e or less according to the particular ex 

The movable boards. 
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2. 887,199 

pression pneumatic which is collapsed. The 
tension of these springs is st) graded that 
when strained they respectively exert the 
necessary resist: the upon the regulating 
valve to prolice different air tensions cor 
responding, for (Nailple, to piano, forte, and 
double fort (e. 
lach of the (Npression pneuinatics is con 

trolled by a row of perforations in the music: 
sheet and a correst) incling valve techanism 
of the wild chest, like the Valve lechanisms 
which control the motor-neumatics of the 
piano han) net's. In Fig. 2 is shown one of 
these valve mechanisis, which coll prises 
the customary clotile pippet Valve it, n, 
controlling the listial air and exhaust ports 
in, n° which communicate respectively with 
the air chaliber N and the exhaust chamber 
F of the wind chest, the net natic: )eing 
connected by a tile 0 with the exhaust and 
flushing channel () of the corres). )))(iing valve 
mechanism. When a perforation of the ill 
sic sheet, registers with the tracker diet cor 
responding to one of the expression net 
matics I, , , the corresponding uppet 
valve is elevated or reversect in well k () win 
manner, placing said pneuilt ic in Connec 
tion with the exhaust chainer of the Wind 
chest and collapsing it, and straining the coin 
panion spring in while when an ill perforate 
portion of the music sheet passes (ver saic 
duct, the puppet valve descends, placing the 
pneumatic in connection with the air chain 
ber N of the wind sheet. allowing it t () ex 
pand and relaxing the companion spring it. 
It will be understood that the illusic: sheet 
has a se rate row of perforations for each of 
the expression pneumatics. In the preferred 
arrangement shown in the li'l Wings, the 
springs m are graded to increase in resistance 
from the fulcrum of the lever J. to war the 
end of its long arm. The upward stroke of 
the movable boards of the expression pneu 
natics is limited by adjustable stops or 
screws p carried by a horizontal bar P ex 
tending across the upper sides of said pneti 
matics, as shown in Figs. 2 and 3. 
With each expression pneumatic I, L', L' 

preferably cooperates a retaining pneumatic 
or bellows q which locks the movable board 
of the expression pneumati: in its depressed 
position during the period it is to relihain col 
lapsed, thereby avoiding the necessity of pro 
viding the music sheet with long slots for this 
purpose. These retaining pneumatics are 
secured vertically to a wall or board R rising 
from the supporting base of the expression 
pneumatics and the movable board of each of 
the same is so arranged that it is collapsed 
and bears against the adjacent end of the 
movable board of the corresponding expres 
sion pneumatic when the latter is expanded 
as shown in Fig. 2. By this construction, 
when an expression pneumatic is collapsed, 
the movable board if the corresponding re 

taining pneumatic expands and overlaps the 
novable board of the expression pneumatic 
as soon as the latter board descends below 
the lower end of the retaining pneumatic, as 
shown in Fig. 5. When the retaining one 
matic is collapsed, its movable ()ari is with 
drawn from engagement with that of the 
expression pneumatic, allowing the latter to 
expand to its former position. These re 
taining pneumatics are colt rollectly separate 
rows of perforations in the music, sheet and 
coöperating valve mechanisms in the wind 
chest, identical with those which control the 
inotor pneumatics and the expression pneu 
natics, the letters indicating the thes which 
connect the retaining pneumatics with the 
corresponding exhaust and flushing channels 
of the wind eliest. 
The operation of the expression mechan 

isin is as follows: The pumps ( are of such 
size and operated at the proper rate of speed 
to produce an air tension or (legree of Vacuum 
in the wind chest sufficient to give a maxi 
lium force of stroke to the greatest number of 
pian () hallmers actuated at a title. So long 
as lone of the expression perforations (of the 
music sheet register with the tracker ducts, 
the expression pneumatic's II, ', remain 
expanded an the companion springs in re 

in relaxed. inder these conditions, the 
primary spring k' furnishes the only resist 
ance upon the regulating valve acting in op 
position to the atmospheric pressure against 
the () uter sile (if the valve. As before stated, 
that resistance is comparatively small and 
the at mospheric pressure therefore opens the 
valve to the greatest extent, reducing the air 
tension to the necessary degree to cause the 
instrument () play very softly or pianissimo. 
When a perforation in the music sheet con 

trolling say the first expression pneumatic I, 
registers with the corres OR. tracker 
duct, the pneumatic is E. straining 
the companion spring in and correspoilingly 
increasing the resistance of the regulating 
valve. The latter is therefore opened by the 
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10 

at nospheric pressure to a less extent than 
when the valve is under the resistance of the 
primary spring k" alone, thus increasing the 
air tension accordingly and causing tie in 
strument to play somewhat louder, say 
piano. When the next expression pneu 
matic li is collapsed, the regulating valve is 
placed under the increased resistance of the 
corresponding spring in allowing the valve to 
open to a less degree and producing say, a 
mezzo forte effect; while when the expression 
pneumatic is collapsed, the outer atmos 
phere is opposed by the still greater resist 
ance of the most highly tensioned spring m, 
thus increasing the air tension sufficiently to 
ause the instrument to play rather loud of 
forte. When all of the expression pneu 
matics are collapsed, the combined resist 
ance of their springs in is added to that titue. 
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outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a plu 
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primary spring k", producing the highest air 
tension and the ioudest effect. Other shades 
of expression between the softest and loudest 
may be obtained by causing two of the ex 
pression pneumatics to be actuated simul 
taneously, it being possible to obtain eight 
different degrees of air tension or shades of 
expression by the use of the primary spring 
k' and by different combinations of the three 
pneumatics with said spring. 
While ; have hereir shown and described 

automatic and pnetiatic means for control 
ling the graduated resistance springs of the 
regulating valve, I do not wish to be limited 
to that construction, as such springs could 
be strained or tensioned by manual means 
and the device could be otherwise modified 
without departing from the scope and spirit 
of the invention. For example figs. (5 and 
7 show a modified construction in which the 
expression pneumatics are controlled by 
hand-operated valves T, instead of a travel 
ing music sheet. . These valves may be ar 
ranged under the key-table U and Operated 
by individual rods u, extending through said 
table and terminating at their upper ends in 
buttons or keys it. These valves normally 
board V and leading respectively to the dia 
phragms v of the valve mechanisms in the 
wind cliest, which control the expression 

*. In the closed position of the 
and valves T the expression pneumatics are 

expanded, but when one of these valves is 
opened, the corresponding expression pheu 
matic is collapsed in an obvious manner, 
straining the companion regulating spring 
and exerting greater resistance upon the 
regulating valve, as hereinbefore described. 

It is not essential that the regulating valve 
should be arranged in a separate valve box 
or case as shown. It may be applied to a 
flushing port of any chamber or passage 
leading to or connected with the main ex 
haust chamber or channel of the wind chest 
so that when the valve is opened more or 
less, the tension in the win chest is varied 
accordingly, 

I claim as inly invention: 
1. The coin bination of a will chest, a 

regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 

rality of resistance devices of different ten 
son operating to close said valve against 
the atmospheric pressure, and means for 
bringing said resistance devices into action, 
substantially as set forth. 

2. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a plu 
rality of springs of different grades of resist 
ance operating to close said valve, and means 
for individually tensioning said 'springs, 
substantially as set forth. 

B 

regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest a plu 
rality of springs of different grades of resist 
ance operating to close said valve, and pneu 
matics connected with said springs for ten 
sioning the same, substantially as set forth. 

4. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve coltrolling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest a plu 
rality of springs of different grades of resist 
ance connected with said valve and tending 
to close the same, and means for individually 
straining saic springs, stillstantially as set 
fort. 

5. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating Valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the Wind chest, a plu 
'ality of springs of different grades of resist 
ance collected with said valve and tending 
to close the same, means for individually 
straining sail springs, and means for regu 
lating the tension of the springs, substan 
tially as set forth. 

6. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a pri 
mary resistance spring connected with said 
aive, a supplemental resistance spring also 

connected with said valve, and means for 
straining said supplemental spring, substan 
tially as set forth. 

7. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a pri 
mary resistance spring connected with said 
valve, a plurality of supplemental springs of 
different grades of resistance also connected 
with said valve, and means for straining said 
supplemental springs, substantially as set 
forth. W 

8. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a lever 
connected with said valve, a plurality of ex 
pression pneumatics, springs of different 
grades of resistance connecting said lever 
With Said pneumatics, and means for Oper 
ating said pneumatics, substantially as set 
forth, 

9. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a lever 
connected with said valve, a plurality of ex 
pression pneumatics, springs of different 
gracles of resistance connecting said lever 
with said pneumatics, and means for regu 
lating the tension of said springs, substan 
tially as set forth. 

10. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a lever 
connected with said, valve, a pair of springs 
connected with the lever and acting in oppo 
sition to each other, the spring which tends 

3. The combination of a wind chest, a to close said valve having means for regulat 
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ing its tension, supplemental springs of dif 
ferent grades of resistance also connected 
with said leyer and tending to close said 
valve, and pneumatics for straining said 
Epplementa springs, substantially as set 
forth. 

11. The combination of a wind chest, a 
regulating valve controlling the ingress of the 
outer atmosphere into the wind chest, a lever 
having one of its arms connected with said 
valve, oppositely acting springs connected 
with the arms of said lever, the spring which 
tends to close said valve having means for 
regulating its tension, a plurality of expres 
sion pneumatics, means for operating said 
pneumatics, and supplemental springs of 
different degrees of resistance connecting 
said lever with said pneumatics respec 
tively, substantially as set forth. 

12. A device for controlling the air tension 
of pneumatic musical instruments, comprising 
a regulating valve, springs of different grades 
of resistance operating to close said valve, 
expression pneumatics connected with said 
springs for tensioning the same, retaining 
pneumatics for locking said expression pneu 

887, i96 

matics in their collapsed position, and means 
for actuating said pneumatics, substantially 
as set forth. 

13. The combination of a wind chest, a 
box or case connected with the wind chest 
and having a flushing port, a regulati 
valve. controlli v e 
ferent 
said valve, and means for straining said 
springs, substantially as set forth. 

14. The combination of a wind chest, a 
box or case connected with the wind chest 
and having a flushing port, a regulatin 
valve controlling said port, a lever connecte 
with said valve, springs of different grades 
of resistance connected with said lever and 
tending to close said valve, pneumatics con 
nected with said spring for straining the 
same, and means for actuating said pneu 
matics, substantially as set E. 
Witness my hand this 31st day of May, 

1906. 
EUGENE DE KLEIST 

Witnesses: 
C. F. GEYER, 
E. M. GRAHAM. 
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